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Phobias

Chapter 5

Anxiety disorders

Class Objectives

What is a Phobia?

How are Phobias diagnosed?

Can Phobias be treated?

‐ What causes Phobias?

‐ What Is PTSD?

What is a phobia?

A specific phobia is an extreme and 
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

‐ Significantly interferes with ones 
ability to function.

Phobias are not “normal fears”.
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RUN!!!

________________________ of the stimuli is 
necessary to meet the criteria for a 
phobia.

Most persons with specific phobias 
recognize that the fears are _____________ 
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

Diagnosing Phobias

To qualify for a diagnosis of phobic 
disorders is that the fear must ______________ 
_______________________________________________

Unlike generalized anxiety, the anxiety is 
focused on some specific object or situation. 

_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

Phobic Disorders

The relief brought about by the avoidance 
or escape may help maintain the phobia. 

‐ People with phobias often adapt their 
lives and simply work around it.
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The physical symptoms of 
this type of anxiety are:

-Increased heart rate
-Blood pressure

_________________________________________
_________________________________________

Different types of phobias

DSM IV first defined phobias as a 
classifiable disorder in 1994 and 

identified 4 distinct types of phobias.

Types of phobias
1. ___________________________________________

Unreasonable fear/avoidance of 
exposure to blood, injury or possibility 
of an injection. These are typically the 
people who_______________________________ 
____________________________________________

People with this type of phobia 
experience different physiological 
reactions than other phobias.

‐ ___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
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Blood-Injury-Injection Phobias

This type of phobia runs in families and has a 
_________________________________________________

This is likely because people who inherit this 
phobia inherit a strong _________________ which 
causes a drop in the blood pressure and 
tendency to faint (Anthony, Brown and 
Barlow, 1997).

The average age of onset for this type of 
phobia is 9.

_________________________________
involve the fear of events in 
nature, like heights, storms 

or water.

These fears seem to cluster together, 
so if you fear one situation, you are 
likely to fear another.

‐ Example- If you fear deep water, you are 
likely to also fear storms

The age of onset for this type of 
phobia is age 7.

http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://images.fanpop.com/images/image_uploads/severe-weather-weather-250418_1280_960.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.fanpop.com/spots/weather/images/250418&usg=__5FJodRv108UTN25Pr-Q-MHyKQIY=&h=960&w=1280&sz=162&hl=en&start=35&sig2=UHLPYH8GKIaGiCOELO5IFg&zoom=1&um=1&itbs=1&tbnid=-74o8pC4YCgi3M:&tbnh=113&tbnw=150&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dweather%26start%3D18%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26rlz%3D1G1GGLQ_ENUS393%26ndsp%3D18%26tbs%3Disch:1&ei=FauaTIiSNIOglAePlpS8CQ
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://graphics8.nytimes.com/images/2007/08/22/nyregion/22weather.span.jpg&imgrefurl=http://cityroom.blogs.nytimes.com/2007/08/22/baby-its-not-particularly-hot-outside/&usg=__Wix6bqMVtF6sv9xxPBM2CLR8Qi4=&h=300&w=531&sz=19&hl=en&start=103&sig2=8JHvMQ4aasylVD8NT536Ug&zoom=1&um=1&itbs=1&tbnid=-qX2B2s-NCVSuM:&tbnh=75&tbnw=132&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dweather%26start%3D90%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26rlz%3D1G1GGLQ_ENUS393%26ndsp%3D18%26tbs%3Disch:1&ei=GKyaTO3SCcTflge--LnaCQ
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://trousey.files.wordpress.com/2009/09/storms.jpg&imgrefurl=http://trousey.wordpress.com/2009/09/24/storms-of-life-2/storms/&usg=__eE9qy5nap762Xjfn6yPRq0OzwpA=&h=319&w=490&sz=20&hl=en&start=6&sig2=Nykwrvj9bDDSR0d3E0LheA&zoom=1&um=1&itbs=1&tbnid=jN6wMWNk_IeiDM:&tbnh=85&tbnw=130&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dstorms%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26rlz%3D1G1GGLQ_ENUS393%26tbs%3Disch:1&ei=YayaTOruDYSClAesprDnCQ
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://images.fanpop.com/images/image_uploads/severe-weather-weather-250420_1024_768.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.fanpop.com/spots/weather/images/250420&usg=__Qasuu705jVfBtw97Rx0WJ8mKiLk=&h=768&w=1024&sz=121&hl=en&start=1&sig2=nM4zbuwPvmQYm-aSDDWxqQ&zoom=1&um=1&itbs=1&tbnid=NVDSkAkx0OE_EM:&tbnh=113&tbnw=150&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dweather%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26rlz%3D1G1GGLQ_ENUS393%26tbs%3Disch:1&ei=7qqaTKuaKYL6lwfU9ezQCQ
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Phobias characterized by fear of 
public transportation or enclosed 

places are called
______________________________________

Situational phobia

Situational phobias tend to emerge in the 
early to mid-20’s and research shows this also 
runs in families (Curtis, Hill & Lewis, 1990).

People with situational phobias never 
experience a panic attack outside the context 
of their phobic object/situation. 

‐ _______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

4. The most common specific phobia in the 
general population is fear of animals, 
particularly dogs, snakes, insects and 
mice (APA, 2005).

‐ The age of onset is 7, like natural  environmental 
phobias.
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Statistics

The APA reports that in any given year, 
7.8% of American adults have phobias. 

The sex ratio for specific phobias is 4:1, 
overwhelmingly female, which is 
consistent throughout the world 
(Arrindell et al., 2003).

Characteristics of 
phobias…

what did you see?

_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
______________________________________________

Since people tend to work 
around their phobias, only 
the most severe cases tend 

to seek treatment.
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Will I have to live with this 
forever?

_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________

With proper treatment, the vast majority 
of phobia patients can completely 
overcome fears and live symptom-free. 

Treatment

Specific phobias require _______________________ 
_________________________________________________

It is crucial that patients are not exposed to 
too much at once, which could lead to escape 
and this would only strengthen the phobia.

New developments in treatment make it 
possible to treat many specific phobias in an 
intensive, one day session participating in 
exposure exercises with the phobia/situation 
(Anthony et al., 1997).

Treatments

The results are very interesting because 
in these cases not only does the phobia 
disappear  but the tendency to 
experience the vaso-vagal response at 
the sight of blood lessens considerably.

It is now clear, based on brain imaging 
that these treatments change brain 
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
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Where do phobias come from?

It was once believed that phobias 
developed after a traumatic event. 

But this is not always the case            
(Barlow, 2002).

Where did this come from?

Traumatic experiences can result in 
phobic behavior, ______________________ 
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________

‐ Example
Many people who have choking phobias 
have experienced choking at some time. 
This is one way to develop a phobia.

Developing phobias
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

‐ Seeing someone else have a traumatic 
experience is enough to instill  a phobia in 
the watcher. Research examining dental 
phobia (Ost, 1985) supports this.

3. Being warned repeatedly about danger 
can sometimes produce a phobia, this is 
referred to as ____________________________
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It’s all in the breeding…

Research suggests a strong genetic 
component to phobias.

‐ 31% of first-degree relatives of people with 
specific phobias also had a phobia, 
compared to only 11% of first relatives of 
normal controls.

This research suggests that relatives 
were likely to have that exact type of 
phobia    (Frye et al. , 1990).

Is this a learned behavior?

The fear  component of phobia is believed to be 
acquired through classical conditioning

‐ A child who is frightened by a barking dog

‐ A child who receives a painful injection

Evidence shows that many cases of acrophobia, 
claustrophobia, and blood-injection phobias 
involve earlier pairings of the phobic object 
with aversive experiences (Merckelbach et al., 
1996).

What’s Next?

(PTSD)-Post Traumatic Stress Disorder


